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Take-Home Message (I will probably run out of time)

I Math is working towards a “Global Digital Math Library”
I There are more sources of Math Knowledge than you think

I arXMLiv preprints and zbMATH Abstracts (licensing problems)
I OEIS: “Encyclopedia of integer Sequences” (https://oeis.org)
I LMFDB “L-functions and Modular Forms DB” (http://lmfdb.org)

I But we need translation and aggregation methods
I But shallow methods are problematic (P = NP vs. P 6= NP)

I maybe it is time to try very lightweight methods as well
I Math Object Identifiers (enabling technology for LOD)

I MOIs reference published, persistent, definitional document fragments
I Applications: search, classification, recommender systems, data bases,. . .
I need an organization to support this and lend credibility. (IMKT? OpenMath?)

I Kickstarting MOIs by annotating CICM papers (did not
work so well in 2018)

I we will try again in 2018 (better documentation of MOI
purpose and LATEX package)
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MOI Examples (DOI-Based Definition)

I DOI-based MOs
MON 4711
MOIDate 2017-11-1
MODRef DOI: 10.1007/s11511-008-0029-0 # Definition 3.4
Type Definition
BibRef Acta Math., 201 (2008), 1-82 p. 12
See http://projecteuclid.org/download/pdf_1/euclid.acta/1485891992

Snippet

12 g. fels and w. kaup

at a, restricted to TaF⇥TaF . By

KaF := {w2TaF : la(v, w) = 0 for all v 2TaF}

we denote the kernel of la. The manifold F is called (a�nely) nondegenerate at a if

KaF =0 holds. The following statement follows directly from the definition of la.

Lemma 3.2. Suppose that '2End(V ) satisfies '(x)2TxF for all x2F . Then '(a)2
KaF if and only if '(TaF )⇢TaF .

Lemma 3.2 applies in particular for '=id in case F is a cone, that is, rF =F for all

real r>0. More generally, we call the submanifold F⇢V conical if x2TxF for all x2F .

Then Ra⇢KaF holds for all a2F .

In the remaining part of this section we explain how the CR-structure of the tube

manifold M is related to the real objects la, TF , KF and KrF , to be defined below,

which depend only on the a�ne geometry of F . In general it needs some e↵ort to check

whether a given CR-manifold M is k-nondegenerate at a point a2M (in the sense of

[4]). For a�nely homogeneous tube manifolds, however, there are simple criteria, see

Propositions 3.5 and 3.7. We start with some preparations. For every a2F⇢M ,

HaM =TaF�iTaF ⇢E (3.3)

is the holomorphic tangent space at a, and E/HaM can be canonically identified with

NaF�iNaF . It is easily seen that the Levi form La of M at a, compare (2.2), is

nothing but the sesquilinear extension of the form la from TaF⇥TaF to HaM⇥HaM .

In particular,

KaM =KaF�iKaF

is the Levi kernel of M at a. In case the dimension of KaF does not depend on a2F ,

these spaces form a subbundle KF⇢TF . In this case, for every v2KaF there exists a

smooth function f :V!V with f(a)=v and f(x)2KxF for all x2F , that is, the tangent

vector v extends to a smooth section in KF . In any case, let us define inductively linear

subspaces Kr
aF of TaF as follows.

Definition 3.4. For every real-analytic submanifold F⇢V , every a2F and every

r2N, put

(i) K0
aF :=TaF , and define

(ii) Kr+1
a F to be the space of all vectors v2Kr

aF such that there is a smooth map-

ping f :V!V with f 0(a)(TaF )⇢Kr
aF , f(a)=v and f(x)2Kr

xF for all x2F .
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MOI Examples (DOI-Based Theorem)

I DOI-based MOs
MON 4712
MOIDate 2017-11-1
MODRef DOI: 10.1007/s11511-008-0029-0 # Corollary 3.6
Type Theorem
BibRef Acta Math., 201 (2008), 1-82 p. 13
See http://projecteuclid.org/download/pdf_1/euclid.acta/1485891992
Note A condition that a tube manifold is non-degenerate.

Snippet

levi degenerate homogeneous cr-manifolds 13

It is clear that K1
aF =KaF holds. Let us call F of uniform degeneracy or uniformly

degenerate if for every r2N the dimension of Kr
aF does not depend on a2F . In this case

it can be shown that for every v2Kr
aF the outcome of the condition f 0(a)(TaF )⇢Kr

aF

in (ii) does not depend on the choice of the smooth mapping f :V!V satisfying f(a)=v

and f(x)2Kr
xF for all x2F . For instance, F is of uniform degeneracy if F is locally

a�nely homogeneous, that is, if there exists a Lie algebra a of a�ne vector fields on

V such that every ⇠2a is tangent to F and such that the canonical evaluation map

a!TaF is surjective for every a2F . Clearly, if F is locally a�nely homogeneous in the

above sense, then the corresponding tube manifold M=F +iV is locally homogeneous as

CR-manifold.

Recall our convention that every smooth map f :V!V is considered as the smooth

vector field ⇠=f(x)@/@x on V . Our computations below are considerably simplified by

the obvious fact that every smooth vector field ⇠ on V has a unique smooth extension to

E that is invariant under all translations z 7!z+iv, v2V . In case ⇠ is tangent to F⇢V ,

the extension satisfies ⇠z2HzM for all z2M .

In case the submanifold F⇢V is uniformly degenerate in a neighbourhood of a2F ,

we call F a�nely k-nondegenerate at a if Kk
aF =0 and k>1 is minimal with respect

to this property. It can be seen that ‘a�ne k-nondegeneracy’ is invariant under a�ne

coordinate changes. As a consequence of [23] (compare the last five lines in the appendix

therein) we state the following results.

Proposition 3.5. Suppose that F is uniformly degenerate in a neighbourhood of

a2F . Then the corresponding tube manifold M=F +iV is k-nondegenerate as a CR-

manifold at a2M if and only if F is a�nely k-nondegenerate at a.

Corollary 3.6. Suppose that dim F>2 and KxF =Rx for all x2F . Then F is

a�nely 2-nondegenerate at every point.

Proof. The map f=id has the property that f(x)2KxF for every x2F . Hence, the

relation f 0(x)(TxF )=TxF 6⇢KxF implies that x /2K2
xF and thus K2

xF =0 as well as x 6=0.

In particular, F is uniformly degenerate.

For locally a�nely homogeneous submanifolds F⇢V the spaces Kr
aF can easily be

characterized. For each a�ne vector field ⇠=h(x)@/@x on V denote by ⇠lin :=h�h(0)2
End(V ) the linear part of ⇠.

Proposition 3.7. Suppose that A is a linear space of a�ne vector fields on V such

that every ⇠2A is tangent to F and the canonical evaluation mapping A!TaF is a

linear isomorphism. Then, given any r2N, the vector v2Kr
aF is in Kr+1

a F if and only

if ⇠lin(v)2Kr
aF for every ⇠2A.
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MOI Examples (DOI-Based Definition)

I DOI-based MOs
MON 4713
MOIDate 2017-11-2
MODRef DOI: 10.1007/s11511-008-0029-0 # proof of Corollary 3.6
Type Proof
BibRef Acta Math., 201 (2008), 1-82 p. 13
See http://projecteuclid.org/download/pdf_1/euclid.acta/1485891992
Note a simple three-line proof.

Snippet

levi degenerate homogeneous cr-manifolds 13

It is clear that K1
aF =KaF holds. Let us call F of uniform degeneracy or uniformly

degenerate if for every r2N the dimension of Kr
aF does not depend on a2F . In this case

it can be shown that for every v2Kr
aF the outcome of the condition f 0(a)(TaF )⇢Kr

aF

in (ii) does not depend on the choice of the smooth mapping f :V!V satisfying f(a)=v

and f(x)2Kr
xF for all x2F . For instance, F is of uniform degeneracy if F is locally

a�nely homogeneous, that is, if there exists a Lie algebra a of a�ne vector fields on

V such that every ⇠2a is tangent to F and such that the canonical evaluation map

a!TaF is surjective for every a2F . Clearly, if F is locally a�nely homogeneous in the

above sense, then the corresponding tube manifold M=F +iV is locally homogeneous as

CR-manifold.

Recall our convention that every smooth map f :V!V is considered as the smooth

vector field ⇠=f(x)@/@x on V . Our computations below are considerably simplified by

the obvious fact that every smooth vector field ⇠ on V has a unique smooth extension to

E that is invariant under all translations z 7!z+iv, v2V . In case ⇠ is tangent to F⇢V ,

the extension satisfies ⇠z2HzM for all z2M .

In case the submanifold F⇢V is uniformly degenerate in a neighbourhood of a2F ,

we call F a�nely k-nondegenerate at a if Kk
aF =0 and k>1 is minimal with respect

to this property. It can be seen that ‘a�ne k-nondegeneracy’ is invariant under a�ne

coordinate changes. As a consequence of [23] (compare the last five lines in the appendix

therein) we state the following results.

Proposition 3.5. Suppose that F is uniformly degenerate in a neighbourhood of

a2F . Then the corresponding tube manifold M=F +iV is k-nondegenerate as a CR-

manifold at a2M if and only if F is a�nely k-nondegenerate at a.

Corollary 3.6. Suppose that dim F>2 and KxF =Rx for all x2F . Then F is

a�nely 2-nondegenerate at every point.

Proof. The map f=id has the property that f(x)2KxF for every x2F . Hence, the

relation f 0(x)(TxF )=TxF 6⇢KxF implies that x /2K2
xF and thus K2

xF =0 as well as x 6=0.

In particular, F is uniformly degenerate.

For locally a�nely homogeneous submanifolds F⇢V the spaces Kr
aF can easily be

characterized. For each a�ne vector field ⇠=h(x)@/@x on V denote by ⇠lin :=h�h(0)2
End(V ) the linear part of ⇠.

Proposition 3.7. Suppose that A is a linear space of a�ne vector fields on V such

that every ⇠2A is tangent to F and the canonical evaluation mapping A!TaF is a

linear isomorphism. Then, given any r2N, the vector v2Kr
aF is in Kr+1

a F if and only

if ⇠lin(v)2Kr
aF for every ⇠2A.
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